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Abstract—Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology
has been widely used in missing tag identification to reduce
the economic loss caused by theft. Although many advanced
works have been proposed, they cannot work properly in an
open RFID system with unexpected tags. To solve the problem,
this paper proposes an order-based missing tag identification
protocol (OMTI) that efficiently identifies all missing tags even
with the presence of unexpected tags. The key of OMTI is that we
dynamically assign each tag a slot rather than use random hashes
in traditional design. Namely, OMTI off-line sorts all known tags
in advance by assigning each of them a unique and continuous
slot, on-line identifies missing tags by checking tags’ responses
in each slot, and dynamically updates the slot assignment to
ensure the high efficiency of the next execution. Besides, we
enhance OMTI to make it works in the case of newly added
tags. The simulation results demonstrate that OMTI can reduce
the execution time by a factor of 12, compared with the polling-
based approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology has

brought great benefits to numerous applications, including

warehouse inventory [1]–[3], object tracking and authentica-

tion [4]–[8], supply chain management [9]–[11], etc. Among

these applications, each object is attached with an RFID tag

that has a unique ID to inclusively indicate the tagged object.

By monitoring these tags in real-time, the reader is able

to know the presence or absence of tagged objects, which

helps detect the missing event and guard against theft. This

is referred to as missing tag problem in RFID systems, which

plays an important role in warehouse management and reduces

the economic loss caused by theft. For example, according to

statistics, the retailer outlets lose nearly 44 billion dollars in

2014 [12] and one of the major causes comes from theft [1].

If RFID-assisted missing detection is deployed, most of this

loss can be avoided.

Existing works of missing tag problem generally fall into

two categories: missing tag detection and missing tag identi-
fication. The former aims to detect whether or not a missing

event happens at a high probability if the number of missing

tags exceeds a given threshold [9], [12]–[14]; the latter gives

an exact answer that which tags are lost [15], [16]. Although

these advanced works along these two branches are proposed,

they work on a strong assumption: there are only known

(expected) tags rather than other unknown tags (unexpected

tags) under the reader’s coverage. This however can be hardly

satisfied in a real open RFID system. For example, consider a

supermarket that needs to monitor hundreds of thousands of

tagged goods imported from upstream suppliers. These tags

are known in advance by checking the order form or querying

by RFID readers when they enter the warehouse at the first

time. However, during the opening time of the supermarket,

there may exist many unexpected tags, such as the tags of

customers’ clothes, shoes, wallets, etc. These unexpected tags

may reply to the reader when it is the time for a missed known

tag to respond, making the reader fail to detect the missing

event (as the replies from unexpected tags are mistaken for

the reply from the missed known tag).

An available solution to this problem is basic polling.

Consider a tag set T = {t1, t2, ..., tn} with n tags. The basic

polling is in turn to check each tag individually. For any tag ti,
the reader first broadcasts ti’s ID; all tags keep listening and

only the tag exactly matches this ID replies. In this example,

ti gives a short response if it is not missing. Otherwise, there

is no response and the reader identifies the missed tag ti. This

solution works when unexpected tags exist, but it suffers from

long communication delay (a tag ID is 96 bits long in the

C1G2 standard [17] and it is time-consuming to broadcast it

for checking the presence of a tag).

In this paper, we propose an order-based missing tag iden-

tification (OMTI) protocol that works properly in the open

RFID system with the presence of unexpected tags. OMTI

generally consists of two phases: off-line sorting and on-line
identification. Before putting OMTI into use, the reader in the

first off-line phase sorts all known tags under its coverage by

assigning each of them a unique, continuous slot index, i.e.,

index i is given to tag ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. With this index, each tag

knows in which slot it should reply. After that, OMTI moves

to the on-line identification phase. The reader carries out an

n-slot frame and the tag replies to the reader according to its

index, i.e., ti gives a short response to show its presence in

the ith slot. If no tag responds at the ith slot, the tag ti is lost.

Although the off-line phase may take a long time to assign

slot indices, it executes only once. In contrast, the on-line

phase executes repeatedly for real-time identification. Since

there is no slot waste, the efficiency of on-line missing tag

identification approaches the lower bound. This conclusion can

be drawn in a relative static RFID system where few tags

move out (or are lost). However, in a dynamic RFID system

where some tags move out, the corresponding indices which

are previously assigned to these tags turn out to be useless,

leading to some empty slots (no tag responds) and lowering

the identification efficiency. To tackle this issue, we propose

a scheme to sort indices dynamically. By counting the useless

slot indices, the reader forms and transmits a broadcasting

vector to tell each on-site tag how to adjust its index and

make all indices continuous again, which guarantees the high
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performance in the next execution of on-line identification.

In addition to move-out tags, we also consider the move-in

(newly added) tags in OMTI. By reassigning useless indices to

newly added tags, the missed tags are replaced with the newly

added ones and the would-be empty slots are avoided. We also

discuss how to get the optimal reassignment order to minimize

the global execution time. The final result is that OMTI is able

to work properly with the presence of unexpected tags and is

much superior to the basic polling-based approach, even in a

dynamic RFID system. For example, in an open RFID system

with 10,000 known tags, OMTI can reduce the execution

time from 39.5s to 3.0s, producing a 12× performance gain,

compared with the polling-based approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II gives the problem definition. Section III details OMTI

protocol and its extension version. Section IV analyzes the

execution time of the proposed protocols. Section V evaluates

the protocol performance. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. Problem Definition

We consider an RFID system that consists of one reader,

a massive number of tags and a back-end server. The tags

attached to items reside in the reader’s coverage region and

each tag has a unique ID. The back-end server that connects

with the reader is the key component to store and process the

tags’ data collected by the reader. In an open RFID system,

the tag set consists of two parts. The first is the known tag

set which needs to be monitored, such as the goods in a

supermarket. The second is the unexpected (unknown) tag set

which is out of our monitoring, such as the tags of customers’

wallets, clothes, etc. We do not know how many unexpected

tags there are and what exactly they are. In the sequel, the

known tag set is referred to as K and the unexpected tag set

is referred to as U . Our objective is to design a time-efficient

protocol that can identify all missing tags in K in an open

RFID system with the presence of U .

B. Prior Art and Limitation

Existing works about the missing tag problem generally fall

into two categories: the probabilistic [9], [12], [13] and the

deterministic [5], [15], [16]. The former mainly detects the

missing tag event with a given probability when the missing

tag population exceeds a tolerance threshold, while the latter

exactly finds out which tags are missing and reports all their

IDs. Unfortunately, most of existing efforts work on the strong

assumption that there are only known (expected) tags rather

than other unknown tags (unexpected tags) under the reader’s

coverage. Although RUN [9] and BMTD [12] take unexpected

tags into account, they can just detect the missing tag event

rather than give an exact answer that which tags are missing.

In what follows, we will give the reasons why existing

works cannot exactly identify which tags are missing in an

open RFID system with the presence of unexpected tags. In

prior works, the reader first carries out a slotted frame, in

which each on-site tag randomly selects one slot in this frame

Fig. 1: Missing tag identification in traditional way.

to respond. According to tags’ responses, the reader knows

the slot status of each slot. Generally, the slots fall into two

categories: empty slots picked by no tags and busy slots picked

by one or more tags. They are symbolized by ’0’ and ’1’,

respectively. We refer to this frame as the actual frame. On

the other hand, the reader has access to all tags in K, it

can pre-compute which slot each tag chooses, and produce

an expected frame (which is built on the assumption that all

tags are not missing). By comparing each slot, the reader can

identify missing tags if a busy slot in the expected frame turns

to be an empty slot in the actual frame.

We use an example to illustrate the identification process.

As shown in Fig. 1, there are 5 known tags {t1, t2, · · · , t5}
that need to be monitored. In the expected frame, these tags

randomly choose the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 6th, and 9th slot. However,

when t3 and t5 are missing, the 5th slot and the 9th slot

turn to be empty (’0’) in the actual frame. By checking these

1-to-0 slots, existing works can identify the missing tags t3
and t5. This works properly if there are only known tags.

However, with the presence of unexpected tags, this 1-to-0

judgement may not be correct. Recall the previous example

in Fig. 1. If two unexpected tags t6 and t7 pick the 5th and

9th slot respectively, no 1-to-0 happens, making the reader

fail to identify the missing tags t3 and t5. Hence, we need a

sophisticated protocol that can identify all missing tags with

the presence of unexpected tags.

III. ORDER-BASED MISSING TAG IDENTIFICATION

A. Overview

The idea of OMTI is to identify the missing tags as quickly

as possible by skillfully assigning/updating the slots for tags.

The proposed OMTI generally consists of two phases: off-line
sorting and on-line identification. The off-line sorting phase is

mainly to assign each known tag a unique, continuous index.

The on-line identification phase is to identify the missing tags

by checking the tag’s response in each slot and dynamically

update the slot assignment to ensure high identification effi-

ciency in the next run. The details of OMTI are given below.

B. Off-line Sorting

Before putting OMTI into use, the reader in this off-line

phase sorts all known tags by assigning each of them a unique,

continuous index, which ensures all tags can respond the
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reader one after another, without empty and collision slots.

Specifically, the reader in turn broadcasts the known tags’ IDs

in the system and all tags listen to the channel. If a tag ti
receives its ID in the ith broadcast, it knows that it is assigned

to the SIti = ith slot afterwards, where SIti represents the

assigned slot index of tag ti. To assign each of the k known

tags a unique, continuous slot, the length LSI of slot index

is at least �log2k�, where k is the number of known tags in

the known tag set K. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, there

are 15 known tags {t1, t2, · · · , t15} and LSI = �log215� = 4.

The tag t1 is assigned to the SIt1 = 0001st slot, tag t2 is

assigned to the SIt2 = 0010nd slot, and so on. With this

off-line sorting, OMTI moves to the second phase.

Fig. 2: Illustration of OMTI protocol.

C. On-line Identification

On-line identification generally consists of two steps: miss-
ing tag identification which efficiently identifies all missing

tags in K by checking tags’ responses and slot reassignment
which locally updates slot assignment to ensure high identifi-

cation efficiency in the next run.

1) Missing tag identification: In this step, the reader iden-

tifies each missing tag by checking the status of each assigned

slot. To achieve this goal, OMTI needs to build and check the

real frame.

Building Real Frame. The real frame is built on all on-site

tags’ responses. Specifically, the reader broadcasts a request

to issue the frame. In this frame, each on-site tag ti gives

a 1-bit response in the SIti th slot. The reader listens to the

channel and records each slot’s status, i.e., empty is ‘0’ and

busy is ’1’. After this process, the reader gets the real frame

which reflects the actual responses from on-site tags, which is

denoted by FR. Note that the length of FR is k, where k is

the number of known tags.

Checking Real Frame. With this real frame FR, the reader

is able to identify the missing tags. Consider the ith slot FR[i],
where 1 ≤ i ≤ k and FR[i] indicates the ith slot of FR. If

the value of FR[i] is ‘0’, it means there is no response in this

slot and thus the corresponding tag that picks this slot must be

missing. From the reader’s perspective, since it knows which

slot was assigned to which tag after the off-line sorting phase,

it can infer the tag ti is lost if FR[SIti] is ‘0’.

In this way, all known tags in K will be checked by the

reader as each known tag ti was assigned a unique slot in the

off-line sorting phase. Any missing tag will be identified by

checking the real frame. On the other hand, the unexpected

tags have no impact on the execution of OMTI as these tags

are not assigned to any slots and will not be involved the

protocol execution.

By repeatedly checking FR, we can achieve the goal of

real-time monitoring to K with the presence of unexpected

tag U . This works but is not efficient and sustainable. That is

because some known tags may move out or be lost and the

slots which are previously assigned to these tags turn out to be

useless. Take Fig. 2 for example. When six tags t3−4, t9−11,

and t14 are missing, the corresponding 6 slots are empty. If we

do noting to them, there will be six useless slots in the next

run of on-line identification, lowing the protocol efficiency. To

address this problem, we in the next step reassign slots.
2) Slot reassignment: The objective of this step is to update

the slot assignment and let all on-site known tags’ slots be

unique and continuous, which ensures there is no slot waste

in the next identification. Before introducing our reassignment

scheme, we first give the definition of a segment.

Definition 1: A segment is one or multiple consecutive

empty slots. Formally, consider the real frame FR. The slots

from FR[i] to FR[j] (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k) constitute a segment

only when the following conditions meet: 1) the slots from

FR[i] to FR[j] are all empty; 2) FR[i−1] = 1, FR[j+1] = 1.

The length of the segment is equal to j − i+ 1.

Take Fig. 2 for example. There are six empty slots in

FR. These six empty slots constitute three segments: the

first segment s1 is FR[3 − 4], the second segment s2 is

FR[9− 11], and the third segment s3 is FR[14]. In a general

case, we assume there are ns segments. Each of them is

denoted by si and its length is Lsi . With these segments,

we now detail how to update the slot assignment. First, the

reader constructs a vector V by connecting the last slot index

of each segment and the length of the segment. Namely,

V = {(s1[Ls1 ], Ls1), (s2[Ls2 ], Ls2), · · · , (sns [Lsns
], Lsns

)},

where si[j] represents the index of the jth slot in si and

si[Lsi ] means the index of the last slot in si. In the previous

example, we have s1[Ls1 ] = s1[2] = 4, s2[Ls2 ] = s2[3] =
9, and s3[Ls3 ] = s3[1] = 14. Hence, the vector V is

{(4, 2), (11, 3), (14, 1)}. After that, the reader broadcasts V
to all on-site tags.1 Upon receiving V , each tag ti adjusts its

SIti by computing SIti = SIti −
∑k

j=1 Lsj , where k meets

sk[Lsk ] < SIti and sk+1[Lsk+1
] ≥ SIti . The rationale of

this update is that the tag ti should move forward as there

are empty slots preceding its own slot and
∑k

j=1 Lsj is the

number of empty slots preceding its own slot (the step length

of the move).

Consider the tag t5 in Fig. 2. Since SIt5 is 5 which is greater

than s1[Ls1 ] = 4 but smaller than s2[Ls2 ] = 11, the tag t5 has

SIt5 = SIt5 −Ls1 = 5−2 = 3. By the means, we can ensure

that all on-site known tags’ slots are unique and continuous,

which is similar to the initial state of just executing the off-

line sorting. The reassignment results are shown in Fig. 3.

With above two steps of missing tag identification and slot

1If V is too long, we can divide it into many 96-bit slices and sequentially
transmit each of them in a time slot of tid, where tid is the delay for the
reader transmits a 96-bit tag ID.
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reassignment, we can execute the on-line identification rounds

by rounds and achieve the real-time tag monitoring with the

presence of U .

Fig. 3: Slot reassignment.

D. Enhanced OMTI

In the previous design, we consider how to identify missing

tags and update slot assignment if there are missing tags.

Besides missing (move-out) tags, in a dynamic RFID system,

there may be newly added (move-in) tags that need to be

monitored when we are running OMTI. To make OMTI work

under this more general case, we in this subsection propose

an enhanced version of OMTI (E-OMTI).

The key of E-OMTI is to assign each newly added tag a

slot during the on-line identification phase. This process can

be achieved in the step of slot reassignment. Consider n newly

added tags and m missing tags before the slot reassignment.

As aforementioned, there are m empty slots caused by m
missing tags. We can fill the newly added tags into these empty

slots. If the number of newly added tags is no less than the

number of missing tags, i.e., n ≥ m, we randomly choose m
newly added tags to fill the m slots and assign the left n−m
newly added tags to the (k + 1)th to the (k + n−m)th slot,

where k is the number of known tags in the previous round

of execution. The assignment process is polling-based. For a

newly added tag ti, the reader broadcasts its ID together with

the corresponding slot index S. All tags keep listening and

only the tag ti exactly matches the broadcast ID sets its SIti
to S. In this way, the number of known tags and the length

of the frame both turn to be k + n − m; each known tag

(including the newly added tags) occupies a unique slot. Take

Fig. 4 for example. After one round of identification, there are

6 missing tags t3−4, t9−11, and t14 and 8 newly added tags

t16−23. By filling these newly added tags into the empty slots

and assigning the left tags into new slots, all on-site known

tags’ slot indices are unique and continuous again and length

of the frame changes from 15 to 15-6+8=17, which benefits

the next execution of on-line identification.

Fig. 4: Slot assignment of E-OMTI when n ≥ m.

On the other hand, if the number of newly added tags is less

than the number of missing tags, i.e., n < m, all newly added

tags cannot fill all empty slots. In this case, one straightforward

solution is to randomly assign each newly added tag an empty

slot and later execute the slot reassignment. This works but

may be time-consuming. As shown in Fig. 5, there are 6 miss-

ing tags t3−4, t9−11, t14 and 3 newly added tags t16−18. If we

randomly pick empty slots for t16−18, they may be assigned

to the 3rd, 9th, and 10th slot (Fig. 5(a)). After that, there are

three segments left and the reader needs to transmits three

segment indices together with the segment lengths to achieve

the slot reassignment, lowering the execution efficiency.

Instead, if we let the three tags t16−18 fill the 3rd, 4th,

and 14th slot (Fig. 5(b)), there is only one segment left

and the communication overhead of slot reassignment will

be reduced. To achieve this goal, the reader in E-OMTI first

figures out all ns segments and then sorts them based on

their lengths in an ascending order. Let the set S of ordered

segments be {s′1, s′2, ..., s′ns
}; we have Ls′i ≤ Ls′j , where

1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ ns. After that, we extract the first n empty

slots in S and use the n newly added tags to fill them.

Take Fig. 5(b) for example, where the ordered segment set

S = {s3, s1, s2} = {FR[14], FR[3−4], FR[9−11]}. We assign

the first three empty slots in S, i.e., FR[14] and FR[3 − 4],
to the three tags t16−18. After that, only one segment is left

and we need to broadcast only one segment index s2[3] and

Ls2 to achieve the slot reassignment, which greatly saves the

communication overhead.

Noting that, with the E-OMTI, the off-line sorting phase

can be treated as a special case of on-line identification. In

other words, it is equivalent to the case that all known tags

are missing in the previous execution of on-line identification

and k new tags enter the system.

Fig. 5: Slot assignment of E-OMTI when n < m.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we will analyze the time efficiency of our

protocols OMTI and E-OMTI, respectively. The execution

time of OMTI and E-OMTI consists of the time consumed

in the off-line sorting phase and on-line identification phase.

Since off-line sorting phase is executed only once before our

protocols are put into use, we focus on the execution time of

the later phase, i.e., the on-line identification phase.

A. Time Efficiency of OMTI

The on-line execution time of OMTI contains two parts:

The time for the reader carrying out a k-slot frame to identify
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any missing tags, and the time for slot reassignment. Lemma

1 gives the total execution time of OMTI.
Lemma 1: The execution time of OMTI, denoted by T , is

as follows:

T = k × ts + �min{m, k
2} × (�log2k�+ �log2m�)

96
� × tid,

(1)

where tid is the time for the reader transmitting 96-bit infor-

mation to tags and ts is the time for the tag transmitting 1-bit

information to the reader.
Proof: Recall that the two steps of on-line identification

in OMTI. In the first step of missing tag identification, all k
known tags reply 1 bit to the reader, thus the execution time

is k × ts. In the second step of slot reassignment, the reader

broadcasts a vector V whose length depends on the number ns

of segments and the length Lsi . Now we give the upper bound

of the execution time. When m ≤ k
2 , the maximum value of

ns is m, and when m > k
2 , the maximum value of ns is k

2 .

Therefore we take ns = min{m, k
2}. For the length Lsi , its

maximum is �log2m� for sure. Thus, we can get the execution

time � (�log2k�+�log2m�)×min{m, k2 }
96 � × tid. Finally, we can get

the total execution time T by adding up the time of the above

two parts.

B. Time Efficiency of E-OMTI
The execution time of E-OMTI also contains two parts: The

time for tags replying one bit to the reader under the normal

monitor circumstance, and the time for the reader assigning

the slot to tags when the move-out (missing) tags and move-in

(newly added) tags exist simultaneously. Lemma 2 gives the

total execution time of E-OMTI under the cases n < m and

n ≥ m, respectively.
Lemma 2: The execution time TE of E-OMTI is given as

follows:

TE =

{
tμ, n ≥ m

tμ + �min{m−n, k2 }×(�log2(k)�+�log2m�)
96 � × tid, n < m,

where tμ = k × ts + n(tid + tSI) is the time for the reader

identifying the missing tags and assigning a unique slot for

each of the newly added tags.
Proof: Similar to OMTI, to identify which tags are

missing, in E-OMTI, all k known tags reply 1 bit to the

reader, thus the execution time is k × ts. Recall that the

second step of E-OMTI is to assign a unique slot for each

newly added tag, and further eliminate the remaining empty

slots when n < m. In the process of assigning slots for

newly added tags, the reader broadcasts each newly tag’s

ID together with the corresponding slot index S. Thus the

execution time is n(tid + tSI). Adding up the two execution

time, we can get tμ. In addition, the reader still deals with

the remaining empty slots the same as OMTI in the scenario

n < m. Now, the number of the empty slots is m − n,

thus the execution time for eliminating these empty slots is

�min{m−n, k2 }×(�log2(k)�+�log2m�)
96 �tid.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setting

The parameter settings of our protocols follow the speci-

fications of the official C1G2 standard [17]. In C1G2, both

the reader-to-tag transmission rate and the tag-to-reader trans-

mission rate depend on the practical environment and the

physical implementation. With different data encoding FM0

and Miller, the tag-to-reader transmission rate ranges from

40kbps to 640kbps and 5kbps to 320kbps, respectively. We

take 40kbps which is the lower bounder of the intersection set

40kbps to 320kbps as the tag-to-reader data rate. Namely, it

takes a tag 25 μs to transmit 1 bit. Similarly, we take the lower

bound 26.7kbps as the reader-to-tag data rate which ranges

from 26.7kbps to 128kbps. According to the parameter settings

of the reader-to-tag data rate and the tag-to-reader data rate,

we set tID = 3.7ms and ts = 0.25ms. All results of these

simulations are the average outcome of 100 runs in MATLAB.

B. Performance Comparison

To identify the missing tags in the presence of unexpected

tags, the reader can use the basic polling protocol (BP)

to verify whether each expected tag is missing or not, by

collecting 1-bit response from the tag. In this subsection,

we apply our protocols OMTI and E-OMTI to deal with the

missing tag problem and compare their execution time with

the polling-based approach. In addition, we use an ideal lower

bound (LB) on the minimum missing tag identification time

which is k × ts [16] as the baseline. In these simulations, we

evaluate the time taken by OMTI under the two scenarios:

(1) Fix the number of known tags and vary the number of

missing tags; (2) fix the number of missing tags and vary the

number of known tags. Moreover, we evaluate the time taken

by E-OMTI with given number of missing tags under the two

scenarios: (1) Fix the number of known tags and vary that of

newly added tags; (2) fix the number of newly added tags and

vary that of known tags.

1) Execution time of OMTI: In the following, we evaluate

how the execution time of OMTI changes with different values

of α and k, where α represents the missing tag ratio, m = αk.

First, we fix the number of known tags (i.e. k = 10000)

and vary the number of missing tags. As is shown in Fig.

6(a), the time consumption of OMTI approaches to LB when

α varies from 0% to 20%, far less than the time consumption

of BP. More specifically, when α = 10%, the time consumed

by OMTI is 3.0s, reducing the time by approximately 92%
compared with BP whose execution time is 39.5s. The per-

formance gain of OMTI stems from the full use of assigned

slots and the small cost to maintain the optimal assignment. In

addition, when α ≤ 20%, the execution time of OMTI is less

than 5s. Actually, the number of missing tags is quite large

when the RFID system loses 2000 tags within 5 seconds.

Second, we fix α = 10% and vary the number k of known

tags from 1000 to 10000. In Fig. 6(b), the execution time

of OMTI, BP and LB increases with k. The execution time

of OMTI is close to LB and increases more slowly than BP.
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Fig. 6: Time of OMTI.

The reason is that BP needs to poll each known tag in the

RFID system by transmitting its long 96-bit ID whereas OMTI

collects each tag’s response with a lower bound time and

consumes few bits to reassign each known tag’s slot.

2) Execution time of E-OMTI: In the following, we study

how the number of newly added tags and known tags affect

the time efficiency of E-OMTI. We fix α = 10%, k = 10000
and vary β = n/k from 0% to 20%. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the

execution time of E-OMTI increases with n. This is because

the time for the reader assigning a unique slot for each newly

added tag increases linearly with n. Therefore, E-OMTI is

especially suitable for those RFID systems which do not have a

massive of new tags within a very short time. When α ≤ 20%,

the execution time of E-OMTI is less than 11s. Actually, the

number of newly added tags is quite large if it has 2000 new

tags that are added to the system within 11 seconds. Moreover,

the execution time of E-OMTI still approaches to LB, which

well indicates the good performance of E-OMTI.

We fix α = 10%, β = 10% and vary k from 1000 to 10000.

From Fig. 7(b), we see that the execution time of E-OMTI

increases with k, but the tendency is gradual. The reason is that

given α and β, when k increases, the time for the tag replying

1 bit to the reader increases. However, it is only a small part of

of the total execution time of E-OMTI. When α is fixed, the

number of missing tags increases as k increases. Therefore,

the time for the reader reassigning the slots increases and the

number of missing tags has little effect on the total execution

time. The time sees a little increase with k when α and β are

fixed.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study investigates the missing-tag identification prob-

lem in an open RFID system. We propose an order-based

missing tag identification protocol (OMTI) that can work

properly with the presence of unexpected tags. OMTI off-

line sorts all known tags by assigning each of them a unique

time slot and on-line identifies missing tags by checking tags’

responses in every slot. In this way, OMTI is able to silence

all unexpected tags and examine each known tag in sequence.

We enhance OMTI to make it tailored to the case of newly

added tags. The extensive simulation results demonstrate that

OMTI is much superior to the polling-based protocol.
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